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Trends and Futures in Continuous 
Improvement



2017-2018 has seen a lot of

change



engineering community



Comfortable with 
outcomes, 
mapping & 
assessment

Solved the initial 
problem of 

collecting data

Understand that a 
good process is a 
long-term goal

Realize that the “old” 
accreditation 

narrative is flawed

Follow a self-determined 
model for continuing 

support of GA & CI 
processes



alignment of assessments 
impacts reliability & 

validity of data

looking for guidance in 
making decisions 

using data

interested in approaches 
to visualize 

assessment data

managing processes 
and supporting people 

during change



CEAB
is moving to focus more on 

PROCESS
and less on

DATA



HOW?







We have learned that measuring student 
learning is by far the easiest step in the 
assessment process. 

The real challenge begins in faculty, 

staff, administrators, and students at institutions using 
the evidence to improve student 
learning.



It is incredibly difficult to 
translate assessment 
evidence into improvements in 
student learning

It is far less risky and 
complicated to analyze data than 

it is to act
Blaich & Wise





Sunshine and lollipops Mordor



1. Changing our definition of using data

2. Aligned, Authentic Assessment

4. Supporting Meaningful Change

3. Visualizing Assessment Data



1. Changing our definition of using data



Jonson, J. L., Guetterman, T., & Thompson Jr, R. J. (2014). An integrated model of influence: Use of 
assessment data in higher education. Research & Practice in Assessment, 9.

“… a narrow conception of what constitutes use 
contributes to the conclusion that assessment results 
typically do not lead to improved educational practices 
and student learning.  

If definitions of use are too narrowly defined, some 
assessment efforts may be considered failures when 
those efforts actually may have been very 
transformative but in unexpected or slowly evolving 
ways.” 

Broadening Thinking about influence of data



using data
to characterizing the  

influence of data

change our definition from



http://bit.ly/Jonson2014-UsingData

http://bit.ly/Jonson2014-UsingData


2. Aligned, Authentic Assessment

TrustingData







Valid
Reliable
Accurate
Precise
Aligned

is it authentic?
is there training/calibration?
are performance levels reflective?
are performance levels distinct?
does it reflect outcomes and learning activities?



Assessment data has legs only if the evidence collected rises 
out of extended conversations across constituencies about:  

(a) what people hunger to know about their teaching and learning 
environments, and 

(b)how the assessment evidence speaks to those questions.

3. Visualizing Assessment Data



show the data

 Avoid unnecessary or superfluous elements

Facilitate comparison

Key Themes

Provide Context

have a narrative



What’s your point

GOLDEN RULE



Design 
Process

Conceptual, 
creativity

Convergent 
& Divergent

Performance 
evaluation

Aggregation is 
tricky

Strive to show distributions or uncertainty



http://shiny.engineering.queensu.ca/easel/





culture
to understand and build your

value proposition

delve into your

4. Supporting Meaningful Change





Reframing Accreditation



http://bit.ly/2Aiy4CB 

Learn From Others



Institutions will take at least three to four years to 
make sense of and act on assessment evidence on 
one or two learning outcomes. Yet we suspect this plan 
is overly ambitious. Blaich & Wise

Scale appropriately



change literate
implementation savvy

Cultivate Leadership



something
that

matters

do



Positive program improvement
More skilled students
Happier faculty

No meaningful change
Wasted faculty time
Massive budget spend

something that matters “for accreditation”




